
4-29 Megacon Signing

Books Due by 4-29-2022

Name

Address Line 1

City & State

Zip Code Phone

Email

CGC Account
(if submitting under 
your acct) Please notate here with a X if you want fast track :

See Example below for filling out form

NRC pressing is $25 and is done prior to books going to artist / CCS pressing is $30 (fast track) and done after books arrive at CGC / If none leave blank
2 House of Slaughter #3 Quah Virgin Alan Quah NRC / CCS

QTY Title & Issue # Signature Wanting PRESS

Submitting through Nocturnal Rabbit
Once we recieve the books we will log them into our system and create an invoice. The invoice will reflect the prices for each listed artist signature at the qty provided for 
each, plus any selected pressing option, and our CGC fees per book.  CGC fee includes Fast Track grading and postage within the US.   Please be advised that this signing 
will be conducted over several months to incorporate the ability to get multiple signatures on a book.  Due to this please understand that while the books are being recieved in 
Jan, depending on the signature requests it could take some time to get processed.   If you have any questions please reach out us at anytime. 

Submitting through your own CGC account
Once we recieve the books we will log them into our system and create an invoice. The invoice will reflect the prices for each listed artist signature at the qty provided for 
each, plus any selected pressing option, and our facilitation fee.  CGC will then bill you on your account for their fees.   Please be advised that this signing will be conducted 
over several months to incorporate the ability to get multiple signatures on a book.  Due to this please understand that while the books are being recieved in Jan, depending 
on the signature requests it could take some time to get processed.   If you have any questions please reach out us at anytime. 

What to do Next
When you have successfully filled out this form and prepared your comics, please send to: Nocturnal Rabbit Comics, 900 N Blue Mound Rd. Suite 144, Saginaw TX. 76131. 
(Do not forget to include the suite information) Please turn over for our terms and conditions.     If you have any questions please reach out to us on Facebook or via email : 
nocturnalrabbitcomics@gmail.com.     Any books that arrive after the deadline will be returned at owners expense. 



Customer Copy

If you have any questions please email us at nocturnalrabbitcomics@gmail.com

Terms and Conditions
1. Please note that comic book grading is conducted solely by CGC. Nocturnal Rabbit does not guarantee and is not responsible for any grading discrepances. 

Should you be unhappy with the grade of your book, please contact CGC diretly. Contact details can be found on their website www.cgccomics.com

2. Nocturnal Rabbit Comics is an authorized dealer and facilitator for CGC. Liability commences with Nocturnal rabbit when your comic books are in our 

possession and until they are received by CGC. Nocturnal Rabbit is not responsible for any damage, loss, or negligence which occurs outside of this time 

period.

3. During transit all books are insured. 

4. Damage during transit must be reported to Nocturnal Rabbit (via nocturnalrabbitcomics@gmail.com) within 5 business days of delivery to the address 
provided.

5. Customers who choose to ship items to Nocturnal Rabbit will do so securely so that items do not incure damage through inadequate packing.

6. Nocturnal Rabbit's submission form is designed to be filled out on a computer. If you choose to complete by hand, customers agree to fill out forms cleary 

and in BLOCK CAPITAL letters. Forms will not be submitted if hand written text is incomplete or illegible. If a mistake is made, please place a single line 
through the text and continue to the next available space. If unsure, please complete a new form.  (If we can't read it we can handle it). 

7. If asked to crack open a slab to obtain a signature, Nocturnal Rabbit is not liable for any change of grade or re-slabbing fee including but limited to signature 
not being able to be obtained (canceled appearance, line closed, etc).

8. CGC 'turn-around' times are subject to change and are dependent on CGC's workload. Nocturnal Rabbit does not have any influence on these times anre 

therefor is not responsible for any changes. 

9. Customers agree that payment will be made to Nocturnal Rabbit prior to any signatures and grading be obtained.

10. If books are signed without being witnessed by the official CGC Representative, they will not be eligible to be submitted to CGC for a yellow signature series 
label. This is to maintain the validity and credibility of CGC's service.

11. Prices for Nocturnal Rabbit signature series services, additional signatures, etc are correct at the time of posting. These are subject to change (due to artist 
changes, CGC, etc).

12. Should you be dissatisfied with any aspect of the service provided by Nocturnal Rabbit, please contact us at nocturnalrabbitcomics@gmail.com.

13. Customers agree that when payment is made for any of Nocturnal Rabbit's signature series services, they are agreeing to all terms and conditions laid out in 
items 1-13.
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